High Efficiency Microwave Flow Towards Synthesis of Fine Chemicals, Functional Materials and Pharmaceutical Cores

Abstract: Microwave heating benefits organic synthesis by affording higher product yields in shorter time periods than conventional heating, yet suffers from poor scalability and is limited to polar solvents in typical batch mode reactors. Herein, we report a novel microwave flow reactor capable of tunable, single-mode heating which allows high efficiency, scalable organic synthesis, rapid reaction optimisation and is applicable to non-polar solvents. Several applications will be presented.1-6 This technology unlocked unprecedented g/h productivity of C60/fullerene-indene monoadducts (IC60MA)7 and facilitated a novel, transition metal-free amide-styrene coupling reaction for synthesis of amide-containing pharmaceutical cores in up to 65 g/h.8

Figure 1. Microwave flow synthesis of functional materials and pharmaceutical cores.
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